
 

 

THE TASK FORCE HATE SPEECH  

To contrast the rising phenomenon of the online hate speech in Italy, Amnesty International has 
developed a workgroup of people focused on a specific topic and mode of action, ready and 
reactive, in line with the new combat approach of the Italian Section. 
The Task Force Hate Speech (TFHS) take action in the monitoring, contrasting and preventing 
the spread of online hate speech: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8YNyseEd-c 
 
OVERVIEW  
 
The Task Force Hate Speech is the name of a selected group of activists trained and active in the 
monitoring and contrasting of online hate speech. 
Created in 2016 with a first pilot project, this new activism form represents the attempt of Amnesty 
International to extend its fighting for the defense of human rights in the world of Internet. 
Specifically, the Task Force Hate Speech acts in conversations where the level of discrimination 
and hatred is unacceptable with the main objective of reducing the level of hate in the conversation 
and to spread impartial and objective information. 
The main targets of the online hate speech on social media (Facebook and Twitter) often are the 
groups of vulnerable people, such as: migrants and refugees, roma people, LGBTI, women, 
Muslims.    
The task force's counterspeech activity is preceded by a process of selection, training and 
activation of the group. 
 
SELECTION AND TRAINING  
 
The Task Force is formed by motivated and qualified activists, selected through a call published 
on the Amnesty International website. 
Every call that the AI activism unit launches (at the moment 4 per year) look for new groups of 30 
activists and it normally receives an average of 100 CVs and letters of interest. We also receive 
thousands of spontaneous self-application per month, which testify the rising engagement power 
of the Task Force. 
Activists are given over 70 hours of annual training, held by professionals and experts. The main 
topics are: hate speech and hate crimes; online driscrimination targets (Migrants and Refugees, 
Roma people, LGBTI people); peace communication and conflict management. 
Despite being in different locations in Italy, the Task Force Hate Speech are in constant contact 
remotely, supporting themselves during online comments and sharing their experiences and best 
practices. 
At the moment the Task Force is formed by 150 activists.  
 
ACTIVATIONS 
 
Activations are conversations generated online by activists in response to hate comments. 
In 2018 the Task Force made over 1500 counter narratives, with a rise of 420 % compared to the 
previous year. In fact, any activist does an activity of counter speech online, with an average of 
three groups conversations per day.  
The predominant contents of the activations concern the themes related to the categories: migrants 
and refugees, criminalization of solidarity (NGOs and volunteering) and Islamophobia. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8YNyseEd-c&feature=youtu.be

